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This year Lift Shop has once again been involved with some remarkable projects, and we're very proud of the
installations that have been completed... with many more still in progress.

 

Our lifts continue to be in high demand - for both their features and style. We increasingly find that the technology and
safety features are a big draw card, but of course, customers also love the customisation possibilities, which are
endless. Then there's the quality, which is unbeatable - there's just nothing else quite like it, so don't be fooled.

 

It continues to give us great pleasure to share some of our most recently celebrated projects with you and this month
we feature:

 

Arcade Attraction

Already a stunning shopping arcade in the Northern Tablelands town of
Armidale, the only thing missing was lift access to the upper level. With
a distinct style of rich timbers, pattern tiled flooring and decorative
wrought iron features - not just any lift was going to be suitable.

When the architectural design team explored Lift Shop's product range
with our consultants, they were delighted with the possibilities offered
by our FreedomLift model.

 

To view the full article click here

 

 

The Wow Factor

With a focus on modern seamless lines, the inclusion of the ElfoLift
and frameless glass shaft provides a stunning WOW FACTOR to this
new home in Sydney's Cremorne.

Serving two levels, this opposite through car has one glass wall to
make the most of the glass shaft and an emphasis on polished
stainless steel both inside and outside the cabin (our ElfoLift can be
fitted with stainless steel external profiles to enhance the outside
appearance of the lift car).



To view the full article click here

 

 

Something For The Whole Family

For this new 3 level bayside home in Queensland's Cleveland, our
clients wanted only the best and could appreciate the quality being
provided by our machine room less traction driven Supermec.

To best suit the floorplan, an opposite through car design was
selected. The cabin was fitted out with a combination of popular
Similinox skinplate, full height mirror, custom flooring to match the
house, labarint stainless steel ceiling with light diffuser and polished
stainless steel doors with tinted glass.

To view the full article click here

 

P2 Helps You

The P2 Platform manufactured in Italy is convenient when requiring a
machine to lift a wheelchair two vertical metres.

It looks good with its anodised aluminium and glass cabin perched on
top of a scissor hoist which is hydraulically driven. This machine is
popular due to its ability to simply be placed on the ground and not
require a self supporting structure around it.

To view the full article click here

 

 

 


